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Attention: The Nuclear Prohibition Committee

Subject:

Inquiry into Nuclear Prohibition, Submission - Economic Engine™ co-generating coinfrastructure technology is now able to deliver an economic outcome over seven times
more economically viable than any dedicated power generator economy, nuclear
included.

Dear Committee
It is seven times more economically viable to construction and run an Economic Engine™ Co-generating
Co-infrastructure economy, which delivers a full electricity utility, food utility (and sewer utility service, with
time) from a single centralized facility (for Melbourne) and several distributed facilities (for regional and
remote towns and cities). Economic Engines™ take 18 months to construct, not 20 years (the current
average for nuclear power stations), and they produce seven times less CO2 than any dedicated power
generation technology economy, which includes a nuclear power generation economy.
The ability to have distributed facilities removes most or all of the current high loss high cost HVAC
distribution grid and the fire risk associated with the HVAC electricity grid’s on high fire danger days which
has not been improved by recent attempted system upgrades to prevent fires starting, as can be seen
from recent utility demonstration videos, where fine grass is used to show a fire starting from a dropped
wire in lab conditions and thick straw is shown not to start a fire when a wire is dropped on it, again in lab
conditions, thank you to the Electrical Engineers at Engineers Australia for sharing that video earlier this
year. Economic Engines™ reduce/remove the grid which reduces/removes fire risk.
Economic Engines™ for Melbourne can be constructed in the Mallee which is currently desert. A buried
HVDC link from the Mallee losses 1.4% between the Mallee and Melbourne, which is 23.5% less than is
currently lost on the HVAC connections to Mildura on a hot day.
Economic Engines™ have 99.6% to 100% availability versus perhaps 85% availability for nuclear
reactors.
Economic Engines™ have an optimum economic size of 4.8MW. Nuclear reactors currently have an
optimum economic size of between 1,600MW and 2,000MW (for each wet steam turbine).
Nuclear reactor design and construction is not without risk. Hinkley Point (UK) is billions of dollars into
construction and over budget and it is an upscale of a new process design. The Hinkley Point reactor has
zero (0) hours of process history.
Each individual process used in an Economic Engine™ integrated system solution has over five million
(5,000,000) hours of practical process history.
Economic Engines™ are founded on 140 years of engineering first principles with a lineage harking back
to George and William Chaffey which can be followed through from the U.S.A. and to Victoria (Mildura &
Renmark) and back to the U.SA. and then to John Monash and the forming of the SECV. This lineage of
Mechanical Engineering innovation and infrastructure delivery is responsible for the backbone of Victoria’s
aging prosperous power and irrigation economy, which was constructed using world a stream of world
firsts mechanical innovation risks to significantly reduce the cost of living and increase the quality of life.
A nuclear reactor gives you inflexible power (just power) not suitable for to a zero-emission electric
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An Economic Engine™ gives you perpetual water, perpetual food and perpetual flexible power suitable for
a zero-emission electric vehicle economy. These are the problems of the world economy today, not just
power.
A nuclear reactor is designed to last for 50 years. An Economic Engine™ is designed to last for 3,000
years exercising the very same design procurement and construction principles!
RVS Industries World Engineering Convention Paper ‘Innovation: Economic Engine™ Co-generating Coinfrastructure’ is available from Engineer Australia.

Nuclear power infrastructure and for that matter all one-dimensional power generation infrastructure of all
kinds is now at a natural occurring economic end life.
Nuclear generation technology is displaced. The time is now to stop wasting time and delaying the world
of a peaceful progression to a higher-level economic model of Perpetual Water, Perpetual Food and
Perpetual Energy and Forest Replanting. The change to an The Economic Engine™ based economy.
Yours Sincerely

Jonathon Sarah
Managing Director
R.V.S. INDUSTRIES PTY. LTD.

P.S. I would also like to speak to the lower house of parliament if this can be arranged, just like George
Stevenson did 200 years ago to the UK parliament, hopefully I will do a better job than George did the first
time around.
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